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NAME:
Physics Unit 4. School Assessed Coursework #3: Light and Matter Test/ Report.
Show all working, formulas used.
1.	Newton's corpuscular (particle) model for light suggests light going from air into glass should A: slow down          B: speed up      C: neither  (2 marks)


2.	Which (one or more) of the following is only explained by a wave model for light (i.e. can't be explained by the particle model), and why?        A: straight-line travel   B: Snell's law of refraction C: Partial reflection and refraction at an interface  D: diffraction patterns E: light pressure on an object. (6)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	Explain why a laser beam causes a pattern of bright and dark parallel lines on a screen after passing through two parallel slits. Use a diagram to assist.(3)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4.	Will there be a bright or a dark band on the screen opposite the centre of the two slits, and why? _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(2)
5.	Explain how a dark band on the screen is caused. (3)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



6.	The spacing of lines in a 2-slit pattern is given by;  line spacing, W=  L/d, where L is slits-screen distance, d is slit gap and  is the wavelength of the light. Yellow light of wavelength 620nm is directed at slits spaced 20 m apart. The screen is 1.0 m from the slits.
(a)	What is the pattern spacing of lines on the screen in cm? (2)
                cm






(b)	The colour of light is changed and a 2.5cm spacing results. What wavelength is being used now, in nanometres?(2)
             nm          



(c)	What 3 things could be done to decrease the line-spacing of 2.5cm in part (b)?(3)
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

7.	G.I.Taylor did a double-slit experiment by ensuring that the intensity of light was so low that only one photon at a time could be passing through (one of) the slits. After several days the film on the screen was developed and showed exactly the same interference (bright and dark) line pattern as would be seen with high intensity light through the same apparatus. What is mysterious about this result? _______________________________________________________________(2)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


8.	The colours in an opal bracelet come from the diffraction of visible light, producing bands of colour projecting from the gem at different angles. Estimate the size of the diffracting particles in opal and justify your answer. (2)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Two parallel charged plates with stationary charged particle.


     200V


9.	A 200V battery is connected to two parallel metal plates 4.0cm apart.
                       NC-1
(a) What is the value of the electric field between the plates?(2)



                                   C
(b) The plates are placed horizontally so that the electric force is opposed to the weight on the charged particle, mass 4.0  * 10-16 kg. The particle is balanced and remains stationary. What charge in Coulombs is on the particle and is it  + or - ? (2)




(d)	What exactly would happen to the charged particle if the battery connections were reversed? (1)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

10.	                   ms-1 (2)
                         eV(1)
                             J(2)       
	An electron in a TV tube is accelerated between plates with a potential difference of 15,000V. What is the electron's Kinetic energy (a) in Joules (b) in electron-volts, eV, and (c) what is its velocity? (Electron mass = 9.1 * 10-31 kg.)  


                                                           










11.	A photoelectric cell uses Caesium metal as the target plate and it is found that the longest wavelength of light which will eject electrons is 652 nm. Orange light of wavelength 620 nm is incident on the caesium surface. Planck's constant, in electron Volt units is  h= 4.14 * 10-15 eVs
Max KE of ejected electrons
Freq (Hz)





fT

W


(a)	              Hz
	What is the threshold frequency, fT, for caesium? (2)



(b)	              eV
	What is the work function, W, for Caesium in electron-volts? (2)



(c)	                eV
	What will the maximum KE, in eV, be for the electrons emitted by the orange light?(2)

(d)	                V
	What voltage would be required to stop all of the emitted electrons?(2)

(e)	Explain why no current will flow in the circuit when the opposing voltage is applied. (2)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(f)	               V
	Yellow light of frequency 5.2 * 1014 Hz is shone on the plate. What is the new stopping voltage required? (2)



12.	De Broglie proposed that all moving particles should have a wavelength and thus diffract and interfere like all waves do. His formula was  = h/mv, where h = Planck's constant, 6.63 * 10-34 Js, m is the mass and v is the velocity.
(a)What is the accelerating Voltage required to give electrons a wavelength of
 0.167 nm, so they will diffract in a nickel crystal? me = 9.1 * 10-31kg. (5)







                  V



(b) Why can't we see the wave effects of a speeding cricket ball? (1)
_____________________________________________________________________
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13.	An electron beam of energy 6.3 eV is directed into a tube of mercury vapour. What photon energy or energies of light would be emitted? (2)
A: 6.3 eV    B:  1.6, 3.7, 5.5 eV  C: 4.9 eV    D: 1.1, 1.8, 4.9 eV  E: none 

14.	                                      eV
	An electron in the ground state, n=1 is knocked into the n=3 state by a collision and subsequently falls back to the ground state. Draw arrows on the energy level diagram for possible electron transitions and list the photon energies which could result from this event. (3)

